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Climate ChangeStory

The human race has been known to over use the  natural resources that have been

given to them by nature. Others may write about a specific story, but it all comes back to one

thing. The earth. The earth as a whole undergoes changes every second of the day and it is

bad to say but we humans are part of the negative changes that have been happening. The

industrial revolution was by far the most evolutionized period for the world. The scientific

field was getting the recognition it deserved and a lot of things were being invented.A lot of

these gadgets were invented to make our lives easier and stress free, but the number one

invention that is currently doing the most damage right now is the mass production of

locomotives.

Yes, having a car that takes you from point A to point B in under 30 minutes or less is

needed but due to the mass production of cars and other locomotives harmful gases are being

released into the atmosphere. Factories and oil drilling companies are also a huge part of the

problem. We should learn to reuse the things we already have, for example instead of buying

a brand new car or form of technology we should try buying second hand or used yet daily

operated goods. If these changes can be made there won't be a need for factories to spur out

harmful smoke into the air every day, and if we were to seek for a cleaner form of gas it will



do our lungs good. The burning of fossil fuels continuously emits large amounts of carbon

into the air which ends up trapping heat in the atmosphere.

Adapting to change might be hard but if we don’t  it’ll become harder to breathe. But by

putting in effort and passing new laws we can learn to adapt and breathe in clean and better

air.


